**ELEMENT 2 SCANNER**

iTero Element 2 scanner delivers faster scan processing, enhanced ergonomics and high-definition color imaging, making it the perfect partner for the modern practice. Experience the next generation. Next-gen computing means faster scan processing and quicker start-ups. 2x faster start-up than the current iTero Element\(^1\) Expanded 21.5” touch widescreen delivers better visualization. Integrated battery for uninterrupted scanning\(^2\). Ergonomic, centered cradle provides easy wand access.

**ELEMENT FOUNDATION INTRAORAL SCANNER**

Adding powerful visualizations, advanced digitalization and comprehensive restorative workflows to your growing practice has never been more attainable. Introducing iTaro Element Foundation intraoral scanner - featuring our trusted technology and industry-proven restorative capabilities.

**ITERO ELEMENT FLEX**

iTero Element Flex, a wand-only system with a portable, custom carrying case, lets you bring the technology to even the smallest operatory. Experience the convenience of on-the-go scanning.\(^3\) Get the speed, reliability and clear imaging you’ve come to expect from iTero Element. Wand-only system allows for quick and easy transport between offices. Stunning 3D scans for chairside consults with compatible laptops\(^3\). Carrying case fits the laptop, wand and accessories, with lightweight design and a compact footprint.

---

1. Based on comparison of 40 start-up times between each product: iTero Element and iTero Element 2.
2. With a fully charged battery, the user can scan for 30 minutes without having to plug in for power.
3. To use the iTero Element Flex scanner, the user must purchase a laptop separately. To view a list of certified laptops, please visit the iTero.com website.

For more information on the OneVisit\(^*\) solution, contact your Friendly Benco Rep, call 1.800.GO.BENCO (option #5, then #1) or visit benco.com.
**ELEMENT 5D SCANNER**

See beyond the current spectrum of what’s possible for diagnostic aid, patient engagement and digital workflow. Introducing the first integrated dental imaging system that simultaneously:

- Aids in detecting proximal caries through near-infrared images (NIRI) without harmful radiation
- Records 3D impressions and real color photographs
- Enables tracking of changes in oral health over time and treatment outcome simulation capabilities

**CARA I500**

Perfectly fitting restorations require absolutely precise impressions—digital data capture helps to ensure that perfect fit. That’s why Kulzer’s new intraoral scanner, cara i500, is the ideal partner for digital impression-taking. Developed in partnership with Medit, cara i500 is more than just an intraoral scanner, it’s a comprehensive digital solution. Cara i500’s cloud-based workflow management system makes the transition into digital dentistry as seamless as possible by facilitating communication and cooperation between dental office and lab.

**KAVO X500**

KaVo X 500 Intraoral Scanner is a simple, yet powerful solution, supported by a one-click DTX Studio integration for advanced diagnostics and treatment planning.

- The X 500 intraoral scanner allows you to export STL files and share them with your preferred lab, or to easily transfer files and track your progress throughout the entire workflow.
- Using two high-speed cameras, the X 500 scans quickly and efficiently. With its intelligent scan detecting algorithm, the X 500 picks up where it left off for a smooth scanning experience.
- The single button of the X 500 allows the user to start and stop the scan at any moment without having to reach for the computer. Press the button down once to start scanning, and another time to stop. When the scan is complete, hold it down to move to the next scanning stage.
MIDMARK TRUE DEFINITION™ SCANNER

The Midmark True Definition Scanner elevates patient care by providing a clear, easy-to-understand visual representation of the anatomy to enhance accuracy in diagnosing patient treatment plans. With the smallest wand on the market, this portable, ergonomic, digital intraoral scanner allows the freedom to move between operatories, while connecting with cloud services to manage its data.

STRAUMANN® VIRTUO VIVO™

The center of a digital ecosystem

A VALIDATED AND INTEGRATED DIGITAL WORKFLOW: FROM SCAN TO FINAL SMILE
Experience full-arch, powder-free scanning in real-color

PATIENT & USER COMFORT

Virtuo Vivo™ features a revolutionary handpiece that is both small and lightweight. The pen-grip hold is ergonomically designed for user comfort. Additionally, the Virtuo Vivo™ comes with removable sleeves to improve patient turnaround time. The sleeves are removable and autoclavable.

UNSURPASSED SCANNING ACCESS

Multiscan Imaging™ captures data from many angles, simultaneously. The 3D scanning technology packs the power of four miniaturized cameras and one projector into small hand-held intraoral scanner. Virtuo Vivo™ provides real life color scanning which allows for a better communication between the dentist and the patient and easier margin line marking.

For more information on the OneVisit® solution, contact your Friendly Benco Rep, call 1.800.GO.BENCO (option #5, then #1) or visit benco.com.
CARESTREAM CS 3600

The Carestream CS 3600 intraoral scanner works the way you do, with three task-specific workflows to choose from: restorative, orthodontic and implant. Fast, continuous scanning increases patient comfort, eliminates the need to manipulate buttons and produces accurate digital impressions. HD 3D color images improve your communication with patients, practices and labs.

CARESTREAM CS 3700

The CS 3700 delivers a comprehensive, high performance scanning experience and versatile configuration that will take you in any direction you want to go.

With its prestigious design by Studio F.A. Porsche customer-centric workflows, smart-shade matching, high-speed scanning and processing and touchscreen capabilities, there is no need to compromise.